









In December 1678 the readers of the Mercure galant – an early general interest periodical – encountered a fold-out engraving entitled “Description du Laboratoire des Capucins du Louvre.” [See Figure 1, at end of document] The image depicts a large, high-ceilinged room. At the centre is an athanor or tower furnace. Dozens of alembics and retorts of assorted sizes line the walls. Beyond this dense field of chymical equipment, the most intriguing feature of the image is the pair of robed figures. Their characteristically pointed hoods would have made them recognisable to early modern eyes as Capuchin friars, one of the offshoots of the Franciscan Order. The pair depicted were Henri Rousseau de Montbazon (1643-1694), and Nicolas Aignan (1644-1709), also known as Tranquille d’Orléans. Both were from the Tourraine province of the Capuchin Order. They had served as missionaries in Egypt, and aspired to lead a new mission to bring Ethiopia into communion with the Catholic Church. They came to be called the “Louvre Capuchins” because they had been equipped with a laboratory in the Louvre palace – at royal expense – to produce remedies not only for the court, but also for the sick poor of Paris.
The decision of the Mercure galant’s editor, Jean Donneau de Visé, to commission an engraving of this scene stands as a testament to the inherent curiosity of a pair of mendicant friars operating a medical laboratory in the royal palace. Given the role of the Mercure as a royally endorsed news source and sometime propaganda organ, it is also likely that the engraving was intended to manifest the commitment of the monarch to the production and charitable distribution of remedies to the poor. However, its prominence also made it a focus for negative attention. The supposed vanity of the image – unbecoming for a pair of mendicant friars – was roundly criticised by their adversaries, who saw it as an advertisement and framed them as charlatan arrivistes at court.
This characterisation has stuck in the historiography. When they are mentioned at all, the Louvre Capuchins are listed among the more idiosyncratic entrants in the rogues’ gallery of fly-by-night empirics who made it big at the court of Louis XIV.​[1]​ In their survey of early modern French medicine, Laurence Brockliss and Colin Jones allot the Louvre Capuchins only a few lines, though they do characterise their activities as “a new initiative in monastic medicine,” and later concede that they were “among the most successful medical entrepreneurs at the court of Louis XIV.”​[2]​ Historians have likewise acknowledged the popularity of their medicines among courtly clients, most notably Madame de Sévigné, who was an avid consumer of their famous baume tranquille.​[3]​ But for basic biographical details, the main source remains the chapter dedicated to them in Joseph Tournier’s Le Clergé et la pharmacie (1938).​[4]​ The nature of their appeal within the culture of the French court remains largely unexplored, and their publications have never been contextualised within the mainstream of Paracelsian and Helmontian medicine.​[5]​
How and why did a pair of mendicant friars end up producing chymical medicines in a royally sponsored laboratory at the Louvre? What cultural climate allowed such an unusual pair of practitioners to thrive, however briefly, at the pinnacle of French society? This article argues that the Louvre Capuchins’ rise to fame rested not only on the strength of their chymical remedies but also on the persona they projected, hybridizing the roles of mendicant friars and chymical healers. Here I take the concept of persona from Lorraine Daston and Otto Sibum, who have proposed it to historians of science as offering “a middle course between scientific biography and the history of scientific institutions, attentive to how cultural categories intersect with individual lifelines.”​[6]​ Personae in their usage range from elementary social roles (e.g. the mother) to professions (the physician), anti-professions (the flâneur) and vocations (the priest). Through their writings and medical activities, the Lovure Capuchins presented a hybrid persona that drew together a set of recognizable features: they were at once innovative chymical physicians with powerful new cures; selfless missionaries returned from abroad; and true priests who cared for the health of the body alongside that of the spirit. This combined persona was manifested in their ample Mercure galant coverage, where their patronage was framed as a highly visible instance of Louis XIV’s personal charity towards his suffering subjects. Despite their apparent idiosyncrasies, I argue that the Louvre Capuchins rose to prominence at court by channelling prevalent elite values towards chymical medicine and charitable poor relief. But the hybrid persona the Capuchins projected in order to manifest these values had always been contested. Rather than becoming “a recognized social species,” in Daston and Sibum’s terms, the hybrid persona they projected was increasingly challenged by medical and religious authorities who argued for a greater differentiation between the roles of the friar and the physician – even while the specifically chymical nature of their cures remained largely unproblematic.
This article will trace the ways in which this persona was both projected and contested by various actors in the final decades of the seventeenth century. After describing how the Louvre Capuchins first came to the royal court in order to raise support for their missionary projects, it will explore the conflicting images of them that appeared in the Mercure galant. While the editorial voice of the Mercure cast them as charitable, disinterested chymical physicians, their critics in the Parisian medical establishment saw them as unscrupulous interlopers, and they ultimately fell out of favour at court after 1679. In spite of this setback, the charitable ethos they projected was still attractive to provincial patrons, particularly in Brittany. Their activities were supported by the dévot nobility and clergy even while they continued to be roundly criticised by their adversaries both within the medical professions and in the Capuchin Order. Eventually, they were compelled to seek a transfer to a more liberal order, that of the Cluny Benedictines, which would give them a freer hand to practise medicine. Still their combination of charity and chymistry continued to find expression in their published writings. Notably, in his treatise Le prestre médecin (1696), Aignan defended the legitimacy of the hybrid persona that he and Rousseau had fashioned during their time at the Louvre. He argued that there was an essential unity between the vocations of priests and physicians, and that this unitary vocation should be restored to tend properly to the bodily and spiritual needs of Christians. In so doing, he appealed to the idea of seminal principles (semina or seeds), prominent in Paracelsian texts, and endeavoured to break down the distinction between natural and miraculous healing. Although the prospects for actualising their ideals diminished in the 1680s, I argue that the Louvre Capuchins rose to prominence at court by fashioning themselves as the exemplars of a new persona, the chymical priest-physician, which could respond to the new need for medicalised poor relief in late seventeenth-century France.

Before the Louvre: Egypt and the planned mission to Ethiopia

The Capuchin Order had been a presence in the city of Paris since the end of the sixteenth century. In addition to their primary mission of preaching, their activities sometimes extended into medicine. Indeed, the Capuchins first earned their reputation for charity in Paris by diligently caring for plague sufferers in 1580.​[7]​ As with most religious orders, their convents were generally equipped with a pharmacy, and the largest and oldest in Paris, on rue Saint-Honoré, even included a laboratory. The drugs produced were supposed to be for the use of the friars, but skilled mendicant apothecaries could earn a reputation – and a clientele – that reached beyond the convent walls. Indeed, the remedies of one contemporary Capuchin apothecary, Frère Ange of Paris, were quite popular at court.​[8]​ Dispensing remedies to laypeople could, of course, lead to abuses of the mendicant vow of poverty. It had been prohibited for this reason by a general chapter of the order in 1552, an order repeated in subsequent constitutions. But as Marie Laubier-Lagarde has observed, these proscriptions were not strictly applied, and Capuchin apothecaries went on dispensing drugs, particularly to the poor.​[9]​ 
While the traditional role of Parisian Capuchins in charity and pharmacy offers a useful point of departure in explaining the activities of Rousseau and Aignan, their high-profile patronage at the royal court went well beyond earlier cases of conventual apothecaries dispensing drugs to laypeople. To better understand their appeal at court, we can turn to the account of their arrival in the Mercure galant. The Mercure was presented in the form of letters written to inform a fictional provincial noblewoman of goings-on in Paris and at the royal court.​[10]​ The Capuchins first appeared in the June 1678 issue, and featured regularly in the Mercure thereafter. Reporting on their activities and controversies forms the bulk of the medical content in the periodical during their eighteen-month stay in the Louvre, from May 1678 to November 1679. In this section and the next I will explore the ways in which the Mercure presented the Louvre Capuchins as charitable chymical practitioners, firstly by presenting their overall project for an Ethiopian mission as their true motivation for their practise at court, and secondly by contextualising their drug production within broader movements which aimed to distribute remedies charitably to the poor in France during this period.
The Mercure’s report of the Capuchins’ arrival at the Louvre spotlights many of the key features of the medical persona which they would project throughout the rest of their career. First, there was the promise of powerful chymical arcana to be produced in their laboratory. Their drugs were recommended by experience, but also by their “pure” reading of Hippocrates, uncorrupted by Galenism, and complemented by their extensive study of Paracelsus and Van Helmont. In a medical sense, they were portrayed as reconciling the ancients and the moderns through what might be called “chymical Hippocratism,” the argument that modern chymical medicine was, in fact, a recovery of the authentic ancient medicine of Hippocrates.​[11]​ There is also a hint of their exotic travels: the reader learns that the Capuchins spent time in Egypt and are fluent in Arabic, which opened the way to some “belles découvertes” in medicine. Finally, the author of the Mercure stressed their charity and disinterest in personal gain: “There is cause to expect a great deal from these good friars, whose only interest lies in exercising charity towards their fellow man.”​[12]​
The planned Ethiopian mission was also mentioned in this first Mercure report, and would form a crucial part of the Capuchins’ ethos. Before arriving at the Louvre, Rousseau and Aignan had in fact served together as missionaries in Cairo.​[13]​ Chymical medicine had a role to play in their broader missionary projects from an early stage. The biographical preface to Rousseau’s posthumous Secrets et remedes eprouvez (1697), written by his brother, Jean Rousseau de la Grange-Rouge, observed that Rousseau studied chymical medicine “as a means of gaining entry among the Turks” in support of his broader missionary goals.​[14]​ According to Grange-Rouge, Rousseau spent seven years in Cairo, but recognised that it was a dead end as far as missionising was concerned. Discussing religion with Muslims was expressly forbidden, leaving him to serve as priest to the small community of Catholic merchants. He did however catechise a few “ignorant schismatics,” principally the subjects of “Prester John,” that is, the Negus of Ethiopia. This gave him a new project: “He formed a design to bring this vast empire back into the bosom of the Church in a single coup, to submit all of these schismatics to the obedience of the Pope.”​[15]​
The Capuchins arrived at the French court to solicit support for this planned mission, but soon found themselves with royal patronage and a well-equipped laboratory in the Louvre. According to the Mercure galant, the Capuchins “had never dreamed of asking for this employment,” but “His Majesty was advised of their great brilliance in medical matters, and judged it fitting to keep them here for a time.”​[16]​ Their supposed disinterest was of course questioned by other sources, which instead painted them as deft social climbers who used the promise of their mission and charity towards the sick poor as a mere pretext to gain royal patronage. One anonymous critic, writing two decades later, described how the Capuchins’ initial foothold at court came through the recommendation of the royal surgeon, Charles-Francois Félix de Tassy. Félix became a committed supporter, despite the scepticism of other high state officials, notably Jean-Baptiste Colbert. Félix’s spirit “was so taken by them,” the critic opines, “that he asked the king to give them quarters in the Louvre, under the pretext of distributing remedies to the poor.”​[17]​
Questions of their sincerity aside, the material support that Louis XIV gave them demonstrated a substantial commitment to their endeavours. Beyond their pension of 1,000 livres (a typical figure for court practitioners), they also received a laboratory equipped at the crown’s expense. The ledger of the Compte des Bâtiments du Roi shows that the total sum spent during the first six months of their time at the Louvre was upwards of 3,840 livres, well over double the average annual pension for royal physicians in ordinary and members of the Académie royale des sciences. About half of this was spent on laboratory equipment and supplies – from “drogues, allambics, fiolles de verre” to 150 bushels of juniper berries.​[18]​
The generous royal support that the Capuchins received drew the attention of critics, who, as we shall see, viewed their laboratory (and the Mercure engraving of it) as a symbol of ambition and vanity, rather than charity. The projected Ethiopian mission helped them to counter these charges. As an overarching motive for their practice, it offered them a means of manifesting their disinterest in temporal gain. Their goal was not to enrich themselves through private practice among courtly élites: instead, they were producing drugs charitably for the poor while currying favour at the French court for their mission. As such it formed a critical part of the overall persona or charitable ethos that they aimed to project in the courtly medical world.

The French crown and the charitable distribution of remedies

The Mercure galant portrayed Louis XIV’s support for the Louvre Capuchins as a component of his own charitable example to his subjects. They were also quickly recognised as potential allies by an existing reform movement that was popular among the dévot (the devout or godly elite) at court.​[19]​ This movement, which had already been in existence for nearly a decade, was represented by the Assemblée Charitable de Paris, headed by a Breton nobleman, Gabriel Caloet de Querbrat. The charitable distribution of remedies to the poor was a dimension of this movement from the start, but it tends to be sidelined in the existing historiography, which privileges the establishment of the hôpitaux généraux and the associated “great confinement” of the indigent and mentally ill.​[20]​ Already in 1670, the national Assembly of the Clergy had expressly called for the distribution of charitable remedies at the parish level, a provision later endorsed by Louis XIV.​[21]​ With the help of royal subsidies, the Charitable Assembly provided affordable drugs for the poor upon payment of modest donations from wealthy patrons in local parishes.​[22]​
The Louvre Capuchins’ existing – and potential – contributions to the Charitable Assembly’s projects circa 1679 are neatly exemplified in a printed circular from Balthazar Grangier, Bishop of Tréguier in Brittany. Pamphlets of this type – in effect episcopal ordinances, hastily printed with an appended, pell-mell collection of instructions, comments, and cure testimonials – are often the only surviving sources which testify to the distribution of the Assembly’s remedies on the ground in parishes. This particular circular openly encouraged parish priests to write to the king with requests for the Louvre Capuchins’ drugs. It noted that the production of these drugs was fully subsidised by the king, and was therefore even cheaper than those produced by the Assembly itself, which required modest contributions from wealthy parishioners. In an appended “Avis,” included in the printed circular, Querbrat openly expressed the hope that, with funding from the French crown, the Louvre Capuchins could teach their brothers in all the other Capuchin convents the secret of how to make their drugs, not just in France but across the whole world. Such an enterprise “would win millions of souls for God.”​[23]​
These wider aspirations were moderated by a set of concerns over the applicability of the Louvre Capuchins’ drugs to the rural poor. As Querbrat noted, most of the Capuchins’ drugs were “essences”: volatile liquids in small glass phials which could easily break or evaporate during their long transit from their Paris laboratory to the provinces, rather than the simple, less perishable remedies produced expressly for rural distribution by the Assembly.​[24]​ The concerns represent one of the few instances where the chymical nature of the Capuchins’ cures were directly called into question. Most of the Louvre Capuchins’ most popular drugs, such as the baume tranquille, the laudanum de Rousseau, and eau de la Reine d’Hongrie, were indeed volatile vegetable tinctures or extracts. Several also included animal substances, notably the flesh of vipers and toads, and others, like their diaphoretic mercury, were mineral preparations. Beyond the various chymical ingredients and techniques – the distillations, extractions, and tinctures involved in producing their drugs – their writings frequently invoked and cited Helmontian and Paracelsian theories of the body, disease, and therapeutic action. Aignan, for instance, described their most famous therapeutic innovation, the baume tranquille, as the end result of his efforts to find ways of calming the violent reactions of an irritated archeus, the non-corporeal vital principle that regulates bodily processes. The baume was taken topically, and was made up of dozens of plants infused in oil, including opium, belladonna and other nightshades, henbane, and tobacco, as well as aromatics like lavender, mint, and hyssop. Emerald green when heated, but ruby-coloured in the bottle, it was designed to reduce deadly inflammation from external wounds and internal damage to the digestive tract. Inflammation was seen as the main manifestation of an irritated archeus and Aignan argued that the discovery of the balm “was the greatest good that could be done for a State,” because it would prevent the deaths of an infinite number of wounded soldiers in the King’s armies from inflammation and its accompanying fevers.​[25]​ Rousseau for his part added that the baume could be improved by adding as many live toads as pounds of oil to the recipe, and observed that Van Helmont’s description of a universal remedy, Butler’s Stone, had inspired its development.​[26]​
These chymical remedies were enormously popular among courtly elites. Madame de Sévigné famously told her daughter to cherish a remaining bottle of the baume tranquille when the Capuchins left the Louvre, as it would soon be worth “beaucoup d’argent,” but Calloet de Querbrat’s comments raise the question of whether they were suited to the conditions of the poor. Rather than the cheap panaceas (pastilles and unguents) subsidised by the Charitable Assembly, the Capuchins’ various drugs were each applicable to a more narrowly defined set of conditions. Beyond his concerns about transportability and specificity, Querbrat also openly wondered in the Tréguier circular if the Capuchins’ “essences” might not be better suited for elite bodies, which are more delicate, than the coarser (grossiers) bodies of the rural poor, though he still recommended that they be tried in conjunction with the usual drugs furnished by the Assembly, “pour voir par experience.”​[27]​ It was thus the material qualities of the Capuchins’ chymical remedies – their perishability, specificity, and the question of their suitability for poor bodies – that posed challenges to their charitable projects, rather than their adherence to Paracelsian or Helmontian doctrines, which appear to have gone uncritiqued.

The Capuchins and their critics in the Mercure galant

Although the chymical nature of the Capuchins’ drugs posed challenges for the extension of their charitable activities to the sick poor of the provinces, it would be their practise at the bedsides of elite patients that would eventually challenge their position at the Louvre. This placed them at loggerheads with established Parisian and courtly physicians, and the resultant controversies appeared in the pages of the Mercure galant. These critics questioned the charitable public image which the Capuchins had carefully cultivated, and doubtless played a role in their departure from the Louvre at the end of 1679.
Initially, the Capuchins had received nothing but praise in the pages of the Mercure. In September 1678, perhaps the height of their fame, the journal even reported that Louis XIV himself graciously accepted a small cellar’s worth of their remedies as a gift, and one of their essences was credited with helping him recover from a tennis injury.​[28]​ By November 1678 critical views of the Louvre Capuchins began to appear. The Mercure continued to insist that the Capuchins retained the king’s favour, but also made itself the forum for debate concerning their practice, “leaving full freedom of judgment to the public.”​[29]​ This was reflected in a change to the periodical’s usual format. While the initial reporting on the Capuchins’ activities was presented in the normal epistolary voice of the Mercure, as the controversy about their activities heated up, the Mercure published letters from their detractors, their responses, and the interventions of various supporters and commentators.
These exchanges centred on their treatment of two prominent patients. Both cases ironically involved the Capuchins’ opposition to a common chymical remedy, the vin émétique (antimonial wine). The vin émétique had previously been questioned for its safety and on the basis of its Paracelsian associations, but by the 1670s it was endorsed by the medical mainstream, including even the august Paris Medical Faculty, renowned for its initial hostility to chymical medicine.​[30]​ The first case, reported in the November 1678 issue, was that of “that little prince,” Philippe II, Duke of Chartres and future Regent to Louis XV. The prince, who was only four years old, was on the point of death following repeated administrations of vin émétique by the attending physicians. He was revived by the Capuchins with one of their essences, much to the chagrin of the “jealous” physicians.​[31]​ 
The second case, reported in the same issue, was that of Thomas Carpatry, a senior clerk serving the War Secretary, who had died shortly after being attended by the Capuchins. Their critics latched onto this alleged failure, and an unnamed bishop wrote to the Mercure as a friend of the Capuchins, begging them to respond to the injurious rumours about their role in Carpatry’s death.​[32]​ The Capuchins responded with a forty-page account, detailing the particulars of the case. As they told it, Carpatry had long suffered from an intractable intermittent fever. His work in the War Office had made him privy to “an infinite number of letters” concerning the Capuchins’ febrifuge. He learned that it had “worked wonders in the army,” where it was then being tested for general use -- yet another example of the Capuchins’ medical activities intertwining with the goals of the French state.​[33]​ They were very reluctant to administer the febrifuge, however, owing to the gravity of Carpatry’s condition and to the presence of so many other attending physicians. In the end they were persuaded by his wife and Louvois to administer it, but (as they claimed) its action was frustrated by the continued ministrations of the other physicians at Carpatry’s bedside. These rival practitioners administered bloodlettings and no less than three doses of vin émétique while the Capuchins were away at their laboratory preparing another remedy. Carpatry died, and the subsequent autopsy revealed gangrene in his intestines. The Capuchins saw this as an indisputable sign that his death has been caused by the heavy vin émétique, a “heavy” drug which had settled there, rather than their febrifuge, which was volatile and cured through insensible transpiration.​[34]​
The following month, the Mercure published a letter by an anonymous critic, who claimed to be a physician. He declared the Capuchins to be “ignorant of the most important maxims of medicine” and cited a litany of other cases in Paris where their remedies had either failed or done harm. He focused particularly on defending the safety of the vin émétique and the decision of the other attending physicians to administer it. He disputed their interpretation of the gangrene in Carpatry’s intestines, and noted that “a whole dissertation” could be written to disabuse the Capuchins of their errors on the vin émétique.​[35]​ In January 1679, the Capuchins responded in kind, openly challenging their anonymous critic. If he were indeed “député ou avoué” of the Paris Medical Faculty, he would agree to a kind of medical duel: one in which each party would take fifty patients with different diseases, and work to heal them. The king and the public would then have the pleasure of seeing who better cured the sick.​[36]​
This exchange, which marked the height of the controversy, also generated a stand-alone pamphlet entitled Réflexions sur la vanité outrée des Pères Capucins qui sont au Louvre (1679), published under the pseudonym Alithon. It argued that the Capuchins’ supposed commitment to chymical medicine was a mere pretext which had enabled their escape from their convent, the abandonment of their rule and all Christian virtues in favour of vanity and self-love.​[37]​ Alithon also ridiculed the charlatan-like competition the Capuchins proposed. Indeed, he specifically targeted the engraving of the Capuchins’ laboratory featured in the Mercure, likening it to a charlatan theatre set, complete with snakes and toads, and surrounded by furnaces and utensils they did not understand, whose true purpose was “to strike the eyes and flatter the imaginations of idiots.”​[38]​ In sum, the defenders of the Paris Medical Faculty were not criticising chymical medicine tout court so much as they were implying that the Capuchins were frauds who had no business in a laboratory. Further, they implied that the “charity” of the Louvre Capuchins was in fact a sham, and that they were self-interested: after all, if their spirit of charity were sincere, one of their critics observed in the December 1678 issue of the Mercure, then they would simply disclose the secrets of their drugs to the public.​[39]​
The substance of these disputes concerned the treatment of elite clients, reflecting the Capuchins’ intrusion into the Paris Medical Faculty’s self-entitled preserve. But their critics also denigrated them for distributing their drugs to the poor. The anonymous physician in the December 1678 issue of the Mercure noted that, “if their remedies have seen success on a few people in this climate, it should be remarked that it has always been among soldiers, lackeys, lock pickers, or some miserable drunks.”​[40]​ He thus criticised the Capuchins’ drugs on the basis of their association with the urban poor and implied their drugs were unsuitable for elites, an interesting contrast of the Charitable Assembly’s concerns, noted above, that the Capuchins’ drugs were too refined and thus unsuitable for poor bodies. To this charge the Capuchins cleverly replied that they were unaware of any new anatomical discoveries that clearly distinguished the bodies of rich men from those of beggars.​[41]​ Alithon in turn insisted that their critics were clearly referring to humoral temperament, and particularly to the effects of excessive drink on the bodies of their usual patients.​[42]​ From the perspective of their medical critics, then, the Capuchins’ joint practice on poor and elite bodies posed questions about the suitability of their chymical remedies for both.

Rousseau and Aignan after the Louvre

In mid-to-late November 1679, after an eighteenth-month stay, the Capuchins finally left the Louvre. The December issue of the Mercure galant straightforwardly observed that they were travelling Rome to solicit papal support for the Ethiopian mission, but Madame de Sévigné also attributed their departure to the “cruel physicians who have removed admirable and disinterested men from the public, who in truth had achieved prodigious cures.”​[43]​ The Capuchins’ position may also have been affected by the dismissal of one of their patrons, a prominent Jansenist in Louis XIV’s government, the Foreign Affairs Secretary Simon Arnauld, Marquis de Pomponne. A letter from the Capuchins to Pomponne, dated 10 December 1679, confirms that they counted themselves among his clients.​[44]​ Finally, it should also be noted that the departure of the Capuchins occurred just as the famous Affair of Poisons was unfolding. Although the Louvre Capuchins were not implicated, the Affair associated chymistry with poisoning and fraud in the public imagination. Coupled with the malpractice controversy in the Mercure, and the dismissal of Pomponne, the added scrutiny surrounding chymical medicine during the Affair of Poisons may have made the Capuchins’ continued presence at the Louvre untenable.​[45]​ 
As for their Ethiopian mission, it never got off the ground. According to Grange-Rouge, this disappointment was an inevitable result of the wars that had just concluded: the pope’s coffers had been emptied by supporting Poland against the Ottoman Empire, and the Sun King’s by fighting the Habsburgs and the Dutch. Nothing was left for the Ethiopian mission.​[46]​ Their project was proposed to the Sacred Congregation of the Propagation of the Faith in Rome on June 22, 1680, but was denied the level of support they had requested, namely a permanent mission and lavish gifts for the Ethiopian Negus. Worse yet, their apparent grandiosity and close links to the French crown made them suspect in the eyes of the Sacred Congregation, who thought their allegiances were closer to Louis XIV than to the Church.​[47]​
Rousseau and Aignan left Rome empty-handed in 1681. On their return to Paris, the Mercure galant reported that Louis XIV had placed the Capuchins under the protection of the Duke of Chaulnes, and that they had subsequently travelled to Brittany, where the Duke was governor. Their stay in Brittany proved controversial. They soon found themselves in conflict with local apothecaries in Vannes, who, they argued, were not correctly filling their prescriptions.​[48]​ More seriously, they ended up in a row with one Clément of Ploërmel, the assistant to the Provincial Superior of their own order in Brittany. The precise events that precipitated this conflict are unclear, but from surviving letters, Clément appears to have made two related accusations against Rousseau and Aignan. The first was that they were conspiring against the life of the king. The second was that they were practising divination through dreams (oneiromancy). In violation of their order’s rule, Clément had the doors to Rousseau and Aignan’s quarters forced and their papers seized. The confiscated documents included “a printed letter against the physicians,” and, most importantly, “a treatise on dreams.” Clément used the latter to substantiate his accusations, producing it before the Premier President of the Breton Parlement, Louis Phélypeaux, Count of Pontchartrain, the future Chancellor.​[49]​ Pontchartrain duly reported these accusations to Louis XIV and his council, which also received letters from a number of other Breton ecclesiastics. On April 7, 1685, the king and his council ordered that the differences between Clément and Rousseau and Aignan be settled by a definitory of the Capuchin provincial chapter.​[50]​
There is no direct evidence of how they defended themselves against the charges. Surviving letters indicate that they stressed that they had merely maintained a series of observations on all the dreams of their patients, as an aid to prognosis and diagnosis. Such a practice was, they noted, an accepted part of physick. Indeed, they added: “There is a full treatise on the subject in Hippocrates, as a means of guaranteeing a sure prognosis of temperament.”​[51]​ To counter the charge that they were conspiring against the king, they claimed that Clément had disposed of a previous adversary with a similar false accusation a decade earlier. In another surviving letter, one of the Capuchin definitors, François de Lannion, wrote to the same bishop that Clément had extorted false testimony from many of his subordinates and considerably damaged the reputation of the order in Brittany through his scandalous and unfounded accusations.​[52]​ The affair was ultimately resolved in the favour of Rousseau and Aignan. The more serious accusations were dismissed, and they received a reprimand for a minor crime: they had once entered a women’s religious house to treat a patient, against the express rule of their order. 
Although the case was settled in Rousseau and Aignan’s favour, the conflict nonetheless led them to leave the Capuchin Order. In January 1685, one of their allies, Henri Arnauld – the Jansenist Bishop of Angers and uncle to their earlier patron, Pomponne – wrote a letter to Pope Innocent XI advocating their secularisation as priests or transfer to another order. From Arnauld’s perspective, it would be cruel to deprive the poor of his diocese of the assistance offered by the Capuchins simply because it interfered with their other obligations as mendicant friars. If they were made secular priests under his supervision, or transferred to a hospitaller order, the Montpellier Order of the Holy Spirit, their skill in medicine could greatly improve the bodily condition of the innumerable poor of his diocese. Against any suspicion that heeding this request would benefit them temporally, Arnauld added that: “They will be so applied to the task of treating the sick poor, that having exchanged the austerity of life under a rule for that of the stench of the hospital, they will hardly have a mode of life that is more delicate or better than the last.”​[53]​ Here again we see that the charitable ethos of the Capuchins found greater support among the secular clergy and its poor relief projects than it did within their own order.
At first glance, transfer to a hospitaller order would have offered the best means for them to live the unified vocation of priest-physician that Aignan would later expound upon in Le prestre médecin. But the hospitaller orders were under assault in this period, as Daniel Hickey has shown.​[54]​ The French state was liberally dissolving and expropriating them, as well as the smaller local hospitals which they operated, as part of the campaign to establish the hôpitaux généraux and to secure funds for the care of veterans at the Hôtel des Invalides. Ironically, then, this potential avenue for Rousseau and Aignan was cut off by the other arm of the very same state-supported poor relief movement which had helped advance them to the Louvre. Facing these challenges, Rousseau and Aignan even solicited patronage across the Channel. One of their letters, undated but likely from circa 1685, made its way to Robert Boyle through the intermediary of the exiled Huguenot erudite, Henri Justel. Rather than emphasising their charitable endeavours, this letter emphasised the military utility of several of their remedies and expressed their interest in establishing an association with the English curieux in order to pursue their projects.​[55]​   
Rousseau and Aignan continued to fear reprisals within the Capuchin Order in Brittany. In another letter from 1686, they reported that no less a figure than Père de la Chaise, the Jesuit confessor of Louis XIV, had recommended that they leave Brittany and return to their original Tourraine province to gain more distance from Clément’s allies. Yet they felt that “it would still be a great misfortune for us, if we had to practise medicine in our Capuchin habits.”​[56]​ Ultimately, they secured papal dispensation for a transfer to a different order, living out the rest of their lives as Cluny Benedictines. They were initially assigned to an abbey in Lihon, but appear not to have stayed there long, if at all. Rousseau continued to serve as physician to the Duke of Chaulnes on his embassies to Rome, while Aignan stayed behind in France, but soon built a successful medical practice in Paris and became physician to Cardinal Guillaume Egon of Fürstenberg.​[57]​ It was during this period that Aignan encountered the anonymous author of the Observations critiques, a repudiation of Aignan’s 1693 treatise on acids and alkalis, which also contains an interesting set of biographical details regarding him and Rousseau. The Observations critiques stated that around this time, Aignan finally emerged from the shadow of Rousseau as a skilled medical practitioner in his own right. He had initially been subordinate to Rousseau – the brawn to his brains – selected for his “vigorous physiognomy” which allowed him to tend their chymical furnaces. After years apart, Aignan greeted Rousseau at Marseille, when the latter returned from Rome, but was unwilling to put himself back under his rule (ferule) in their partnership. Their relation chilled, although the author of the Observations critiques admits that they reconciled before Rousseau’s death in 1694.​[58]​
The title of “Docteur de la Faculté de Padoue” also appeared on the cover of all of Aignan’s published works from 1693 onward. It is unclear when he took this degree, but I have found no references to it earlier than Nicolas de Blégny’s 1692 Livre commode des addresses, which included a directory of physicians in Paris, and listed Aignan among the “ordinary” rather than “empiric” physicians.​[59]​ The decision to take this degree may have been a response to the growing restrictions of medical practice and an effort to legitimate his combined vocation of priest and physician by being formally qualified as both. By 1699, he had also acquired the title of Prieur de Saint-Mars-en-Josas, a small priory not far from Versailles.​[60]​ Aignan appears to have had a comfortable practice among elites, but I have found no evidence that he was ever again involved in any large-scale poor relief projects like those of the Charitable Assembly. Despite his priory and new title as a doctor of medicine, Aignan was even investigated by the Paris Police as a possible empiric in 1701, suspected of practising medicine without an official brevet as a médecin ordinaire du roi.​[61]​
The outcome of the police investigation is unclear. At any rate, Aignan completed a final treatise before the end of his life, this time on gout. It was published in 1707, the same year that saw the promulgation of the Edict of Marly, which brought sweeping reforms to the medical professions in France. The Edict was mainly concerned with standardising medical education and the granting of degrees across the kingdom, but its twenty-seventh article took explicit aim at mendicant friars practising medicine outside of their convents. Like other empirics, they were to be fined 500 livres, and were additionally required to be moved and confined to another religious house in their order at least twenty leagues from where they were caught practising illegally, presumably to estrange them from their clientele and thus minimise the likelihood of re-offense.​[62]​ The Edict of Marly was unevenly enforced, as Alexandre Lunel has shown. Members of the religious orders continued to practise out of convents in the medical marketplace, and some convent apothecaries even made significant encroachments into the proprietary medicine trade.​[63]​ But for Aignan, then living at his priory outside of Versailles, the explicit ban on mendicants practising medicine, a mere twenty years after he and Rousseau had their heyday in the Louvre, must have seemed a disheartening epilogue to his earlier projects. The window of possibility that had opened in the 1670s was now closing, precluded by medical professionalization and an insistence on stricter observance in religious life. The two poles of the Capuchins’ hybrid persona were increasingly recognized as separate spheres by society at large.

Aignan on the chymical priest-physician

Despite these reverses, it was not until his later years that Aignan published a full account of the joint persona he and Rousseau had adopted during their time at the Louvre, entitled Le prestre médecin (1696). Aignan framed his apologetic treatise against the arguments of their critics, who saw the two dimensions of their persona – chymical physicians and mendicant friars – as fundamentally incompatible. In so doing, he drew recourse to the concept of vocation in the sense of a divine calling to an occupation: much like the circulars of the Charitable Assembly, Le prestre médecin sought to include bodily healing within the authentic vocation of a Christian priest. But Aignan’s most innovative points pertain to the natural theology that underpins this vocation, namely, a seminal matter theory in which God seeded the vocation of true priest-physicians in human beings of his choosing at the beginning of time. Outside of this elect, all other claimants to the title of physician are charlatans.
Aignan opened Le prestre médecin with observations on canon law and ample historical antecedents. Despite much confusion around the issue – among both seventeenth-century critics and twentieth-century historians of medicine – canon law contains no wholesale bans against the practice of medicine by the clergy.​[64]​ As Aignan himself noted, although the Fourth Lateran Council may have banned clerics from shedding blood, even in this case the letter of the law merely restricted the priest’s hand from being the one that cuts or cauterises. Priests could still prescribe or supervise such surgical operations so long as the hand that performed them was not their own.​[65]​ Aignan’s argument, however, goes far beyond finding mere loopholes in canon law or enumerating the dozens of saints and ecclesiastics who practised medicine throughout history. As he saw it, the practice of medicine was in fact an ecclesiastical institution.​[66]​ Christ’s repeated injunctions to care for the poor, and especially to heal them, provide the scriptural foundation for these arguments. Healing was one of Christ’s central activities during his ministry, and so, by the logic of the imitatio Christi, true Christians, and especially priests, should follow his example and be healers. Christ also directly exhorted his disciples to heal the sick in several instances, and the Acts of the Apostles are replete with examples of religious healing. The obvious rebuttal to these examples, as Aignan himself recognised in Le prestre médecin, would be to insist that Christ’s exhortations referred to healing through miracles, not medicine. This led Aignan to argue for an essential causal unity between miraculous healing, natural healing, and the vocation of the healer. God, he argued, is the final cause of all three.
The lynchpin of this argument is the notion of seminal principles or semina. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the concept was especially prominent in Paracelsian and later Helmontian writings, but it in fact has much older roots, dating back to Augustine and before him to the logoi spermatikoi of the ancient Stoics.​[67]​ The seminal principles were an interface between the realm of the forms – or God in the Christian formulation – and the various “species” of the natural world. They were the plans and patterns of subsequent growth and transformation, which, following the analogy of the seed, were sown or planted in matter at the moment of creation. From an Augustinian-Christian perspective, they emphasised the continued power of God as a creative force, unfolding in time. Plants, minerals, animals, even diseases depended upon semina. In living beings, the semina were also at the root of the archeus, the vital force and organising principle that shaped the physiological processes of growth and generation. It could also be “enraged” by a foreign semina or ferment, and manifested the symptoms of disease in the body through its affective reactions to these invasive organising principles.​[68]​
In demonstrating the common “seminal” origins of both miraculous and natural healing, Aignan makes use of the example of the famous “royal touch” of the French kings to cure scrofula in their subjects. Following a long medieval tradition, much-discussed by historians, the king would touch the sores of the sufferer, and utter the words, “The King touches you, God cures you.”​[69]​ Although its efficacy would fall into question during the reign of Louis XV, at the time that Aignan was writing it was still a widely accepted “thaumaturgic” practice.​[70]​ In explaining its action, Aignan argued that the “specific virtue” in the king’s speaking these words was in fact identical to the hidden (occult) virtue found in a healing plant. Both depended upon a seminal principle, a divine command to “cure.” From this perspective, the result, namely the healing of the sick, is identical whether it is achieved through an herb or a word, and each is the result of a command implanted by God: “It is always God who commands, both through the herb and through the priest, surge et ambula” (“Rise up and walk,” the words of Peter to the lame man healed in Acts 3:6).​[71]​
The special calling of the French kings as healers of scrofula – their unique, God-given ability to utter certain words and lay on hands to effect a cure – offered Aignan a model for what we might call a natural theology for the vocation of the priest-physician. Vocations, in the sense of a divine calling to a certain occupation, he maintained, could also be explained through reference to seminal principles. They are prefigured by God at creation and planted like seeds for future germination, just as plants are imbued with curative virtues toward certain conditions. Anyone can study medicine in a formal learned sense, and they may even be approved to practise it by faculties and colleges of physicians, but only some are called to it as a vocation. This point accounts for the book’s subtitle, “Discours physique sur l’établissement de la Medecine,” as it literally offers a physical (in the sense of natural) explanation for the origins and progress of the art of medicine through God’s providential sowing of “vocational” seminal principles. These seeds grow into skilled practitioners who in turn perfect the art of healing.




The chymical physician, as depicted in the writings of Paracelsus and Van Helmont, was a committed Christian and a friend to the poor, holding a moral high ground over the traditional Galenic physicians. The Louvre Capuchins fused these values with their identity as mendicant friars and manifested them publicly with the endorsement and support of Louis XIV, both through their actual charitable activities and through their representation in the Mercure galant. They were more than the chance beneficiaries of fabulous royal patronage. Rather, the support they received – and eventually lost – was consonant with attitudes towards new chymical remedies and towards medicalised charity then prominent in French court culture. As Daston and Sibum have pointed out, “personae are creatures of historical circumstance; they emerge and disappear within specific contexts.”​[76]​ I would argue that the hybrid persona which the Louvre Capuchins projected seemed timely in the 1670s, but by the 1690s, it was increasingly marginalized, and never wholly crystalized into a “recognized social species.” Still, it was under these marginalizing pressures that Aignan assembled his most articulate apologia for their persona, describing it as a rediscovery of the true priestly vocation.
Interestingly, although they were dismissed by their rivals even in the 1670s as courtly social climbers and avaricious charlatans, they were never attacked for being chymists or for adhering to Paracelsian and Helmontian medical philosophies. Their experiments with dream interpretation aroused suspicion within their order, but their alchemical medicine did not. Perhaps the only way in which chymistry hampered their charitable endeavours was in the material format of their drugs. The various volatile essences they produced and placed in glass phials may have proven to be too perishable, too specific, and even too expensive for large-scale distribution to the rural poor of the French provinces.
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